
•  13 flyers
•  5 postcards
•  3 “To Do Lists”
• 1 double-sided poster
•  stickers, paper strips, and 
markers for decorating
• tape for hanging flyers 
• 2 bandit masks and 
 bandit mask stickers

Your Made You Look
Kit Includes:

   fter all those years you've spent cleaning your room, doing your homework, 
and eating your vegetables, we declare: Enough living your life with purpose! 
It is really time for you to do something pointless and fun, and if you make 
someone's day today just a little happier because you've done this Renegade 
Made Craft and Activity Kit, then we will release you from your vegetable eating 
responsibilities for the day.  

    tart customizing your kit at home. Decorate your bandit mask 
with the enclosed stickers to wear out in public to pe�orm your 
Renegade Made capers.  The focus on these activities is to do 
them because they are creative and fun, and make people 
happy when they realize that this was done anonymously, 
just to spread some joy.  



MUSTACHE DISPENSARY: 

Separate the TAKE ONE mustache strips from the sticker 
sheet at the pe�orations, but make sure that the 
mustaches stay attached to the backing. Follow the 
illustrations below to load the strips into the Dispensa-
ry. When it's loaded properly with all of the stickers, 
you will see the black and white mustache silhouette, 
each box that says Mustache Dispensary, and the black 
and white "TAKE ONE" arrow. The colo�ul mustache 
sticker will be hidden behind the flyer until someone 
pulls the tab. 

Pick A Fortune, Any Fortune & 
Double Dog Dare You:

Locate the printed sheets with all of the red 
FORTUNE COOKIE FORTUNES and the blue DOUBLE 
DOG DARES, and carefully separate all of the strips at 
the pe�orations. Pick your favorite red fortunes to 
load through the slits in the back of the PICK A 
FORTUNE flyer so that the 
 “pull” tab peeks out from the front  
 of the flyer.

 On the Double Dog flyer, poke just   
 the blue arrows on the strips out   
 to the front of the flyer.

Fold the bottom portion of the flyer printed FOLD 
HERE toward the back of the sheet so that you 
cannot see it, and so that it holds the fortunes and 
dares in the dispensing slots. Secure the folded part 
of the flyer to the back with one or two of your tape 
tabs, but make sure that it does not block the path of 
any of the strips from being pulled.  

TAKE WHAT YOU NEED:

Carefully separate the pe�orations on each of the 
strips of the flyers, leaving the strips still attached to 
the main sheet. Collect small items from your home 
or a store that you think people would appreciate 
receiving from a stranger. Attach them to the strips 
with the enclosed tape tabs. Think of something that 
most people can use; a wrapped granola bar, two 
quarters, a colo�ul marker or pen, a friendship brace-
let that you made, a fresh flower, a new toothbrush in 
it's package, a pack of chewing gum, a bandage strip, 
a homemade bookmark or magnet. If the item is too 
large or cannot be taped, you can always staple a 
baggie onto the strip and fill it with the item, just 
make sure that people can easily tear off the tab to 
get the item. Be creative. Be funny. Be generous! 

REWARD: MY PET FLY HAS RUN AWAY AGAIN:

Look through your preprinted FLY REWARD STICKER 
SHEET, and pick your favorite option to fill in the 
blanks for each category on you flyer. Carefully place 
the sticker on the coordinating line, to fill in your 
customized funny story. You can also fill in the blanks 
on the reward sheet with your own great ideas.

CAT FOUND: 

Place some of the scratch n' sniff skunk stickers onto 
the white space around the skunk picture. Make sure 
that you do not cover up the SCRACH & SNIFF sign, so 
that people can discover the your "smelly cat" for 
themselves. 

POSTING THE FLYERS:

Once they’re completed, put on your 

bandit mask and take your flyers out 

into the world to post them where they 

can be discovered. Find a Public Notice 

Board at your local grocery store, library, 

or coffee shop. Hang them at a covered 

bus or train stop, or attach them to 

fence or telephone pole. Use a few of 

the tape tabs or bring a few thumb 

tacks along from home to hang them, 

but remember to ALWAYS BE RESPECTFUL 

OF PEOPLE'S PROPERTY. You want to hang 

these so that they get seen, but you 

don't want to destroy anyone's private 

property or make anyone angry. If you 

are at a place of 

business, you might 

want to ask the 

manager if it's OK 

that this goes up 

on their bulletin 

board. You should 

also make sure 

that you go back 

and collect your 

flyer after a few 

days. Littering doesn't make 

anyone happy that you were there. 

tHe These “fAke” flyers 
deserve a second look

Nobody can be exactly like you.
LUCKY NUMBERS:  2, 8, 38, 53, 82, 90
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Fold up the back �ap.
Load in the strips
from the back.

Tape here.

Weave mustache
stickers through 
the slits.

It’ll look like this.

Nicole,
I’ll have Steve 
reworrk this loading 
strips tech  art to 
address the issues 
you mentioned 
earlier.



Your kit contains 5 inspiring and funny postcards for 
you to leave anonymously for someone to discover. 
Color them in, and if you are so inspired, fill out a 
positive message on each of the cards, but DON'T 
SIGN YOUR NAME. You can address and mail the cards, 
but it's just as easy to leave the cards for someone 
when they are not looking. Leave one under some-
one's windshield wiper on their car, stealthily leave 
one on your teachers desk, or tape one to your 
garbage can top for your refuse collector to find. 
Everyone enjoys being appreciated. 

Have you ever found a piece of paper left behind in 
a shopping cart and wondered exactly who wrote 
the list?

Well we came up with some truly strange lists for 
you to leave for someone to discover and give them 
a laugh. Initial the back, and write a little note if 
you wish, and leave one in a grocery cart or basket, 
on a shelf at the library, or in a conspicuous spot at 
the mall. Who knows, your mom may come home 
and say that she just missed a zombie at the store 
while picking up your ointment. 

Take our two sided poster and give it a little flair 
by decorating it with your enclosed markers. Put 
your bandit mask on, and stand in a SAFE spot 
where people will walk, bike, or drive by. Hold up 
the sign, and see how many people you can get 
to honk or wave at you. There. You just made 
someone happy- isn't that fun?

www.renegade-made.com


